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Bubble Salt Diffuser
Motion Activated Diffuser + Mālama® Nurturing Blend 15 mL

Description
A small, motion-activated diffuser that enhances any decor, 
Bubble Salt Diffuser captures the soft white beauty of salt 
crystals in their purest form. Designed to hibernate until it 
detects the presence of movement, its infrared motion 
sensor has a 13-foot range, a 120-degree field of view, and is 
ready to release a favorite oil or blend into the air whenever 
someone enters the room. This powerful mini diffuser 
operates without water and in two mist modes, normal and 
high, so you can create the perfect aroma ambiance. It uses 5 
mL and 15 mL dōTERRA essential oil bottles and can fill a 110 
square foot room. The diffuser runs up to 12 hours on a 
charge and an indicator light flashes when it’s time to be 
recharged with the provided USB Cable. The Bubble Salt 
Diffuser is inconspicuous and suits any space.

The diffuser comes with a 15 mL bottle of Mālama Nurturing 
Blend, a sparkling combination of bright citrus, enchanting 
floral, and centering wood aromas. The blend captures the 
magic and energy of Hawaii and its people. 

The Mālama PIP provides more information about the blend.

Cautions
Mālama: Possible skin sensitivity. Keep out of reach of 
children. If you are pregnant, nursing, or under a doctor’s care, 
consult your physician. Avoid contact with eyes, inner ears, 
face, and sensitive areas. Avoid sunlight and UV rays for at 
least 12 hours after applying.

Diffuser: See diffuser manual and product label for cautions, 
instructions and additional information.
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Product Features
 + Dimensions: 46 x 46 x 75.5mm / 1.82 x 1.82 x 2.98 in

 + Material: PP, aluminum

 + Suggested Room Size: 10 sq m / 110 sq ft

 + Motion Sensor Range: 4 meter / 13 feet, 120-degree field 
of view

 + Power Source: DC 5V 1A and 3.7V 800mAh battery

 + Normal mode — indicator light is blue

 + High mode — indicator light is green

 + Comes with USB Cable


